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Thank you for supporting me and making me a better musician,
producer, and sound engineer, with each day that passes. Your
help means a lot to me and I am glad we are venturing together
into the beautiful art that is music production.

Sincerely,
- Alberto Rizzo Schettino

Get the latest plug-ins, exclusive content, tutorials, and master classes, on:
www.patreon.com/arizzoschettino
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Copyright Notice:
The continued support from people like you is what makes future products
happen, on top of the music education material that I am constantly releasing. If
it was not for your support, this would not exist.
This plug-in is the product of many hours of work, from more than one person. It
was driven by passion and as a way to gather support for my online music
education projects, which rely exclusively on donations.
If you obtained this library from anywhere other than Fuseroom Studio, you
have an illegal copy. Please notify us of any potential abuse, in writing, to:
info@fuseroom.com

Disclaimer:
Nobody is to be held responsible for any form of damage or harm, direct or
indirect, of any kind, caused by the use of this skin and its files. You are not
authorized to modify, extract, or utilize the contents of these files in any way
other than for the use of the plug-in itself. Your copy of this plug-in is personal
and individually licensed to you. You are not allowed to share it with anyone, in
any way.
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Requirements:
This library requires Nebula 4 by Acustica Audio. It will not work with Nebula 4
Player and it is not guaranteed to work with previous versions of the software.
More info on Nebula is available at: www.acustica-audio.com

Updates and Compatibility:
Future updates of the Nebula software might affect the functionality of this
library. We will maintain compatibility across all future updates to the best of our
possibilities.

Installation:
The ZIP file contains a folder structure similar to the one of your Nebula
Repository.
The contents of "Programs", "Vectors", "Properties", "Setups" and "Skins" (along
with any other folder, if present) in the ZIP file, should go into the respective
folders of your Nebula Repository.
You can open the library from the Nebula finder, or use its Setups. To do so,
navigate to your "Setups" pane inside a Nebula instance and search for
"Fuseroom..." with the names of the library. Everything is set and is only waiting
for you to choose the plug-in format you want to generate (VST2, VST3, AU, or
AAX). You can do so by using the "rebuild" function presented by right-clicking
on the setups you want to rebuild.

Sample rates:
For added convenience, we try to always provide you with different sample rates
of 96, 88.2, 48, and 44.1 kHz, for you to load the one that is native to the
session you are working on.
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M-Phasis comprises two modules: Rec and Repro. We modeled it after the bias
circuits of one of the best, 2-track 2" tape machines ever made by a famous
Swiss manufacturer.
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REC and REPRO
In the years, we've used a plethora of tape emulations and, with a bit of luck,
several tape machines. One of the most underestimated parts of the whole
magic involving tape is the particular EQ curve that the calibration circuits offer:
the REC head calibration, with tape bias and high-frequency compensation, and
the REPRO head calibration, with its low- and high-frequency curves. These
circuits are an integral part of the calibration process that any tape operator had
to tune, to allow the tape machine to really 'sing'.
Our favorite tape plug-in emulations offer a great sound but lack these controls
or they do not do these controls justice. Sometimes the resulting sound is too
dark, too bright, undefined, and lackluster. This makes it easy for us to say "it is
just not working" and move on to another plug-in, possibly missing out on a
great opportunity and spending the time to find a solution that is just
sub-optimal.
This has nothing to do with the quality of the plug-ins we use: it is a faulted
process inherent in the way we use tape plug-ins, In-The-Box.
This is why we wanted to extrapolate the calibration circuits alone, with their
peculiar EQ curves, in a completely, 100% clean digital model, that we can use
with ANY tape plug-in. This is why we decided to create M-Phasis.
You can use its two instances before (with "TO REC") and after (with "TO
REPRO") your tape plug-ins... or even by themselves, without going into any
tape emulation. Even a single instance of M-Phasis can completely 'feel like tape'
because of the genius curves and peculiar re-balancing that we are so used to
(believe it or not) from commercial music releases that span over 60 years and
counting.
Why use M-Phasis and not a normal, digital, clean EQ? Because of its simplicity
and because the curves match 1:1 one of the best 2" 2-track tape machines ever
made. Two knobs, authentic curves, zero added harmonic color to integrate with
any coloration/saturation/tape plug-in you want to use.
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Controls:
IN: Engages/Bypasses the plug-in. Note that IN/OUT trims might be unaffected.
Using your DAW's bypass button might be a better way to completely exclude
the plug-in from the signal path and possibly free system resources.
Meters: The small green meters represent average levels for the input and
output signals.
Program switch: Clicking on "TO REC" or "TO REPRO" will switch between the
two types of calibration.
IN/OUT: The trims control the input and output gains.

TO REC: This module emulates the calibration circuitry happening before the
signal is sent to tape.
HF: Adjusts the high-frequency calibration, in a very peculiar, wide-bell/shelf
type.
BIAS: Adjusts the 'focus' that the tape will have towards the higher part of the
spectrum, which will alter the balance in the frequency response and modify the
way any harmonic saturation will happen, on tape.
TO REPRO: This module emulates the calibration circuitry after the signal is
'listened to and reproduced by the reproduction (playback) head.

HF: Adjusts the high-frequency calibration.
LF: Adjusts the so-called "bump" in the low frequencies.
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